COPE European Workshop 2015
in cooperation with the Representation of the State of Hessen to the
European Union

WEIGHED AND MEASURED: HOW METRICS SHAPE PUBLICATION (MIS)BEHAVIOUR

Thursday 16 April 2015, 2.00pm - 6.00pm
Representation of the State of Hessen to the European Union, Rue Montoyer 21,
1000 Brussels, Belgium

Workshop Programme

13.30       Registration and tea/coffee
14.00–15.30  Interactive workshop: Discussion of COPE Cases
15.30–16.00  Tea Break
16.00–17.00  Interactive workshop: Implement COPE Guidelines in Author Instructions
17.00       Summary and close
17.05–18.00  Drinks reception

Please note that the proceedings of the seminar will be videoed and recorded, and in some cases reported verbatim on the COPE website and/or in a podcast or other recording. Photographs will also be taken. By attending the seminar you are agreeing that any feedback you give may be recorded and may appear on the website.